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EVALUATION OF TEACHERS
The Board of Education believes in the importance of ongoing assessment and meaningful
feedback as a powerful vehicle to support improved teaching performance and student growth, as
well as promotion and retention decisions for teachers.
The Board of Education, in consultation with teachers employed by the Board, adopts this
standards-based evaluation policy in conformance with the framework for evaluation of teachers
developed by the State Board of Education under O.R.C. §3319.112.
The Board of Education adopts the Ohio Teacher Evaluation System (“OTES”) model as
approved by the State Board of Education.
Definitions:
OTES – stands for the Ohio Teacher Evaluation System as adopted by the Ohio State Board of
Education in 2011, or as otherwise modified by the State Board of Education.
Teacher – For purposes of this policy, “teacher” means licensed instructors who spend at least
fifty percent (50%) of his/her time providing content-related student instruction and who is
working under one (1) of the following:
A.

A license issued under O.R.C. §3319.22, §3319.26, §3319.222 or §3319.226; or

B.

A permanent certificate issued under O.R.C. §3319.222 as it existed prior to
September, 2003; or

C.

A permanent certificate issued under O.R.C. §3319.222 as it existed prior to
September, 2006; or

D.

A permit issued under O. R.C. §3319.301.

Substitute teachers and teachers not meeting this definition are not subject to evaluation under
this policy. Full time bargaining unit members who do not meet the definition will be evaluated
utilizing the evaluation procedures of the collective bargaining agreement in effect between the
Board and the Field Local Teachers Association.
The Superintendent, Treasurer, and any “other administrator” as defined by O.R.C. §3319.02 are
not subject to evaluation under this policy
Credentialed Evaluator – For purposes of this policy, each teacher subject to evaluation will be
evaluated by a person who:
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A.

meets the eligibility requirements under O.R.C. §3319.111(D); and

B.

holds a credential established by the Ohio Department of Education for teacher
evaluation; and

C.

has completed State-sponsored evaluation training and has passed an online
credentialing assessment.

The Board shall authorize the Superintendent/designee to approve and maintain a list of
credentialed evaluators as necessary to effectively implement this policy.
Core Subject Area – means reading and English language arts, mathematics, science, foreign
language, government, economics, fine arts, history and geography.
Student Growth – for the purpose of the District’s evaluation policy, student growth is defined as
the change in student achievement for an individual student between two (2) or more points in
time.
Student Learning Objectives (SLOs) – include goals identified by a teacher or group of teachers
that identify expected learning outcomes or growth targets for a group of students over a period
of time.
Shared Attribution Measures – student growth measures that can be attributed to a group.
Value-Added – refers to the EVAAS Value-Added methodology provided by SAS, Inc., which
provides a measure of student progress at the District and school level based on each student’s
scores on State issued standardized assessments.
Vendor Assessment – student assessments approved by the Ohio Department of Education that
measure mastery of the course content for the appropriate grade level, which may include
nationally normed standardized assessments, industry certification exams, or end-of-course
examinations for grade level and subjects for which the Value-Added measure does not apply.
Standards-Based Teacher Evaluation
Teacher evaluations will utilize multiple factors, with the intent of providing meaningful
feedback to each teacher and assigning an effectiveness rating based in equal part upon teacher
performance and student growth.
The specifics of the evaluation procedure will be stated in the negotiated agreement.
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Retention and Promotion Decisions/Removal of Poorly Performing Teachers
It is the purpose of this Standards-Based Teacher Evaluation Policy to improve the quality of
instruction, enhance student learning and strengthen professional competence through
meaningful feedback and targeted professional development. In addition, the evaluations
produced will serve to inform the Board on employment decisions, i.e., retention, promotion of
teachers, renewal of teaching contracts, and the removal/nonrenewal of poorly performing
teachers.
Definitions:
Retention – for purposes of this policy refers to employment decisions on the question of
whether or not to suspend a contract pursuant to a reduction in force, non-renew a limited or
extended limited contract, or terminate employment for good and just cause. In the case of a
reduction in force, seniority will not be considered when making decisions on contract
suspensions, except in the instance of comparable evaluations. The decision to non-renew or
terminate the contract of a poorly performing teacher may be informed by the evaluation(s)
conducted under this policy. However, decisions to non-renew or terminate a teaching contract
are not limited by the existence of this policy.
Promotion – as used in this context is of limited utility given the fact that teachers covered by
this policy are not currently employed in any discernible hierarchy. Nevertheless, when making
decisions relative to such matters as determining department or grade level chairpersons,
selections to curricular or strategic planning bodies, or teaching assignments, the Board will
consider teacher performance as indicated by evaluations.
Poorly Performing Teachers – refers to teachers identified through the evaluation process set
forth in this policy who demonstrate an inability and/or unwillingness to meet the reasonable
expectations of this standards-based evaluation system.
Comparable Evaluations – since seniority may not be the basis for teacher retention or other
employment decisions, except when deciding between teachers who have comparable
evaluations, this refers to teachers within the categories of “Ineffective,” “Developing,”
“Skilled,” and “Accomplished.”
Removal of Poorly Performing Teachers
Poorly performing teachers may be removed, upon recommendation of the Superintendent, either
through nonrenewal or termination.
Removal of poorly performing teachers will be in accordance with the nonrenewal and
termination statutes of the Ohio revised code and/or the relevant provisions of the collective
bargaining agreement in effect between the Board and the Field Local Teachers Association.
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Nothing in this policy will be deemed to prevent the Board from exercising its rights to nonrenew, terminate, or suspend a teaching contract as provided by law and the terms of the
collective bargaining agreement in effect between it and the Field Local Teachers Association.
The evaluation system and procedures set forth in this policy shall not create an expectation of
continued employment for teachers on a limited contract that are evaluated under this policy. The
Board reserves the right to non-renew a teacher evaluated under this policy in accordance with
O.R.C. §3319.11 notwithstanding the teacher’s summative rating.

LEGAL REFS.: O.R.C. §§3319.111, 3319.112

Adopted: September 14, 2015

